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Highlights

■ Up to 16 4-way IBM ^

xSeries servers running

Microsoft ® Windows ® 2000

Server can be consolidated on

a single IBM ^ iSeries.

Managing multiple Windows

2000 servers from a single

iSeries server can help reduce

IT infrastructure costs.

■ iSeries servers improve xSeries

use with advanced server, stor-

age and user management.

Innovative integration
The Integrated xSeries Adapter

(IXA) is a unique product that directly

connects a 4-way xSeries server to

an iSeries server. The servers are

connected via a High Speed Link that

has a rated speed of 1GBps. Through

the IXA, iSeries improves your use of

Windows 2000 servers by     leveraging

the storage consolidation and data

protection advantages of iSeries serv-

ers, and by integrating user and server

management. This IBM ^ solu-

tion can help you reduce the costs

associated with managing Windows

2000 servers.

The power of IBM
iSeries and xSeries

■ The Integrated xSeries Adapter

for iSeries enables direct high-

speed connection of an xSeries

server to an iSeries server.

■ Solutions that leverage OS/400 ®

and Windows 2000 are simpler

to deploy with the Integrated

xSeries Adapter.

■ Gain confidence in your

Windows 2000 Intel ®

processor-based xSeries servers

based on the IBM X-architecture

design blueprint.



Server consolidation
One iSeries can attach up to 16

xSeries servers, depending on the

iSeries model. With the IXA, all disk

storage for the xSeries servers—up to

2TB1 per server—is contained in the

iSeries servers. Storage Area Network

facilities provided by iSeries servers

provide a simple and cost-effective

alternative to server farms.

The IXA is for local consolidation of

xSeries servers and storage, plus cen-

tralized management of iSeries and

xSeries servers in distributed offices.

The IXA improves central control and

remote operations by enabling essen-

tial tasks to be performed from a

single management console. It is true

server consolidation that gives you the

best of both servers and provides the

flexibility you require to run the best

applications for your business needs.

Complementary applications
Some software providers, such as JD

Edwards® and Siebel® Systems, deliver

applications that leverage multiple

platforms2. With these complementary

applications, OS/400 and Windows

2000 server environments are required

to support the solution. The IXA pro-

vides an excellent vehicle to deploy

these applications by offering an inte-

grated ^ solution supported

by IBM.

Integrates xSeries and iSeries servers
The Integrated xSeries Adapter is a

PCI card that is installed in each

xSeries Model 250, select models of

x3503 or Netfinity® Models 7100 and

7600. The Adapter connects to iSeries

Models 270, 820, 830 and 840 via the

High Speed Link. The IXA allows you

to leverage the power of 4-way xSeries

servers, while managing them from a

single system with consolidated

storage of up to 2TB of disk per

xSeries server.

iSeries servers can support two

standalone xSeries servers on iSeries

Model 270, four servers on iSeries

Model 820, eight servers on iSeries

Model 830 or as many as 16 servers

on iSeries Model 840. The xSeries

servers have their own processors,

adapters and memory, but share

disks—and disk management—with

the iSeries server.

Exceptional storage management
With the Integrated xSeries Adapter,

iSeries servers’ superior storage man-

agement capabilities are made avail-

able to xSeries servers by creating a

Storage Area Network. iSeries servers’

disk storage is allocated to the xSeries

server by creating a storage space

object or virtual disk space from the

iSeries pool of disk resources. Up to

32 storage spaces can be created

and linked to each direct-attached

xSeries server via the IXA. Each

storage space can be between 1MB

and 64GB, for a maximum of up to

2TB per server. Multiple storage

spaces can be linked together in a

volume set using the Windows disk

administrator utility.

Disks can be dynamically added to

the xSeries server. By using iSeries

disks, Windows server files are

protected by the iSeries RAID-5 and

backed up with OS/400 storage man-

agement facilities.

High-availability with hot spare

technology
With the Integrated xSeries Adapter,

the Windows server objects and disks

stored on the iSeries server are linked

at vary on (boot) time to the xSeries

server. This flexible hardware linking is

the base for the hot spare capability of

the iSeries Windows server integration

offerings. If the directly attached

xSeries server hardware fails, it is

simple to switch the Windows server

description to boot on another xSeries

server connected to the same iSeries

server. No reconfiguration of Windows

objects is required.

With iSeries Windows server integra-

tion offerings, one server can provide

hot spare backup to a number of

servers. The hot spare server can be

a standby server or can be running a

workload that is non-critical. In this

environment, if a production server

failed, the non-critical work on the hot

spare server would be stopped, and

the hot spare server would be linked

to the storage spaces of the produc-

tion server and rebooted. iSeries hot

spare servers can offer protection from

planned and unplanned outages of

the directly attached xSeries servers.

Key benefits



Helps reduce LAN administration

and operations costs
User administration integration

enables OS/400 users and groups

to be enrolled on a Windows server

or a domain and for user passwords

to be synchronized. This feature

reduces the overhead of maintaining

two separate administration systems

for OS/400 and Windows 2000

operating systems.

When you create an OS/400 user,

you can add the user to a group that

is predefined to propagate users to

the Windows server. The user is then

created on the Windows server using

a predefined template, to allocate the

correct security rights and user prefer-

ences. Once OS/400 users are enrolled,

their password changes are passed

automatically to the Windows server.

Proven application solutions
The xSeries server is an IBM

ServerProven®,4 platform on which

software vendors can validate their

applications, helping to accelerate the

time it takes to get the applications

into production. Many of the comple-

mentary applications available for the

xSeries server are also ServerProven.

The Integrated xSeries Adapter is a

ServerProven hardware adapter.

Graphical management
Operations Navigator, the graphical

user interface for iSeries servers,

provides support for iSeries Windows

2000 server integration offerings. With

Operations Navigator, administrators

can start and stop the xSeries servers,

enroll OS/400 users to an xSeries

server and perform storage manage-

ment tasks such as defining a new

storage space for an xSeries server.

With Operations Navigator support, it

is easier to manage your Windows

2000-based servers than ever before.

Pervasive computing
iSeries Management Central Pervasive

allows administrators to monitor, start

and stop, and run Windows com-

mands for direct-attached xSeries

servers from a cell phone, Personal

Digital Assistant or Web browsers.

Central management for

branch offices
iSeries can improve server manage-

ment for branch offices that require

iSeries and xSeries-based applica-

tions. iSeries operators in a central

location can view Windows 2000 mes-

sages, restart, and even dynamically

allocate disk storage to remote xSeries

servers without shutting them down.

If your xSeries server fails, a simple

switch to a hot spare xSeries server

can be made without reinstalling

Windows 2000. iSeries disk drives

with RAID-5 and mirroring options

can improve uptime and offer simple

business recovery protection with

backup of the combined iSeries and

xSeries servers.

Integrated xSeries Adapter
• 64-bit, 66MHz PCI Adapter

• Installed in select xSeries Model

350 3 and 250 servers and

Netfinity Model 7100 and 7600

• Uses High Speed Link cables

with a rated speed of 1GBps—

10 times faster than fibre channel

—to connect to iSeries server

• Supported on iSeries Models 270,

820, 830 and 840 with OS/400

Version 5 Release 1

• Supports Windows 2000 Server or

Windows 2000 Advanced Server

The power of IBM ^

The IBM ^ initiative is much

more than a server brand. IBM is

responding to the unprecedented

demands being made on infrastruc-

tures—in terms of both workload and

user expectations. We are combining

the strengths of IBM hardware, soft-

ware, financing and services, along

with the strengths of our Business

Partners, to provide customers with

new ways to build, manage and

sustain e-business infrastructures.



Need more information?

World Wide Web
ibm.com/eserver/iseries/windows

integration

Contact your IBM marketing representative

or IBM Business Partner
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